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This musing was completed in Areopoli, on the Greek 

Peloponnese, in August 2021. The sky is hazed with smoke 

from wildfires that rage around here, all over Greece, and 

indeed across much of Southern Europe. I swim in turquoise 

waters whose surface is mottled with flecks of black ash. It 

is hotter than hell, which one knows, as we are headed there. 

 

 

Tabula rasa. Blank or clean(ed) slate. Does that refer to an untouched virgin purity, an 

immaculate, pristine newness, or rather a messy purification, with smudged traces, 

chalkdust smears and indelible stigmata? For the Latins, the tablet that got erased 

was made of wax, a technology thought to date from the 14th century BCE. A scribe 

from that time wrote with the sharp end of a stylus and erased with the spatula on 
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the other end of his instrument, perhaps always dreaming of a meltdown that would 

inaugurate a fresh beginning. You imagine such a 

possibility, starting over without a trace of prior staining, total absence of maculation, 

not even the least peccadillo, as soon as you see “Sybil.” To be precise, she is a sibyl, 

a female figure representing such a soothsayer from about 1648, and in Velázquez’s 

painting, which has now found its way to Dallas, she is on the point of rending the 

writing surface with the point of her finger, the very stylized punctum of her finger. 

She is in the art history company of another painting by Velazquez, perhaps 

representing his wife, that dates from some fifteen years earlier. And much more 

famously back beyond that, the Sibyl with tabula rasa is in the company, historically, 

of the various sibyls by Michelangelo that adorn the Sistine Chapel. Indeed, the 

retrogressive juxtaposition of these three sibylline forecasters figures the gamut of 

slates we are talking about here, from clean to less clean to preinscribed, and the role 

of each woman can be seen to differ concomitantly, from original creator through 

passive vehicle to active interpreter of the textual surface. 

WAX  TABLET 
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Velázquez, Female Figure (Sibyl 
with tabula rasa), c. 1648, oil on 
canvas, Meadows Museum, 
Dallas 

 

* * * 

 
The (Western) philosophical history of tabula rasa takes us from Aristotle, through the 

Stoics, then Avicenna and Aquinas, to John Locke, and beyond. I won’t rehearse that 

history, but simply emphasize the debate concerning the state of slate that has in 

some sense mobilized it. In De anima, Aristotle cites Anaxagoras as his authority to 

argue that “it is necessary then that mind, since it thinks all things, should be 

uncontaminated . . .  in order that it may be in control, that is, that it may know; for 

the intrusion of anything foreign hinders and obstructs it. Hence the mind, too, can 

have no characteristic except its capacity to receive. That part of the soul, then, which 

Velázquez, A Sibyl, c. 1632, oil 
on canvas,  
Prado Museum, Madrid 

 

Michelangelo, Erythraean 
Sibyl, 1508-1512, 
Sistine Chapel, Vatican 
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we call mind (by mind I mean that part by which the soul thinks and forms judgements) 

has no actual existence until it thinks. So it is unreasonable to suppose that it is mixed 

with the body” (Aristotle, On the Soul III, in On the Soul, Parva Naturalia, On Breath, 

trans. W. S. Hett [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1957], 165 [429a]). A little 

further along he inscribes this famous sentence: “What the mind thinks must be in it 

in the same sense as letters are on a tablet [grammateío] which bears no actual 

[entelecheía] writing; this is just what happens in the case of the mind” (ibid. 169 

[430a]). A writing surface or (presumably wax) tablet (grammateion), a slate on which 

there is nothing yet in entelechy; that is the mind. The debate I just referred to turns 

around whether we should understand Aristotle’s slate to refer to the mind itself, or 

to the potentializing operation by which mind becomes mind. In his notes on this 

passage the famous translator and commentator R. D. Hicks states categorically that 

“the writing-tablet here must not be understood to represent the mind. As Alexander 

[of Aphrodisias] points out, it is rather the aptitude of the tablet while yet uninscribed 

which corresponds to the mind, which is potentially everything, yet previously to 

thought actually nothing” (Aristotle, De Anima, trans. R. D. Hicks [Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1907], 496). Closer to us, Giorgio Agamben reinforces 

Hicks’ position: “Alexander of Aphrodisias noted that the philosopher should have 

spoken not of a grammateion but, more precisely, of its epitedeiotes, that is, the light 

layer of wax covering it, on which the stylus inscribes letters (in the terms of the Latin 
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translators, not a tabula rasa but a rasura tabulae)” (Giorgio Agamben, Potentialities, 

trans. Daniel Heller-Roazen [Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000], 245). 

Agamben is taking things a step further than Alexander, it seems to me—and perhaps 

reintroducing the ambiguity that he seeks to solve—for his proposed new translation 

refers less to the impressionable surface itself, than to that surface inasmuch as it is 

being removed, rasura being a scraping or shaving. Hence, not a slate wiped clean, 

therefore, but the scraping or shavings by means of which the tablet recovers its 

clean state, which no doubt allows Agamben to introduce the nuance of albeit 

portentous consequence, namely that the aptitude or potentiality of the tablet that 

Alexander refers to includes the possibility or potentiality of not being written: 

“Potentiality, which turns back on itself, is an absolute writing that no one writes: a 

potential to be written, which is written by its own potential not to be written” (ibid. 

216, my emphasis). 

 The modern, empiricist version of the blank slate canonizes, if you wish, both 

Aristotle’s ambiguity and Agamben’s strong sense of potentiality. Early in the first 

chapter of Book II of An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, John Locke repeats 

his rejection of the “received doctrine, that men have native ideas, and original 

characters stamped upon their minds, in their very first being” (Locke, An Essay 

Concerning Human Understanding, ed. Peter H. Nidditch. [Oxford University Press, 

1975], 104). He continues with this oft-quoted passage: “Let us then suppose the mind 
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to be, as we say, white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas; How comes it 

to be furnished? Whence comes it by that vast store which the busy and boundless 

fancy of man has painted on it with an almost endless variety? Whence has it all the 

materials of reason and knowledge? To this I answer, in one word, from experience” 

(ibid., 104-5). On the one hand, Locke equates the mind itself with the inscribable 

surface, the tabula rasa and not the rasura tabulae as Agamben would have it. 

Furthermore, in replacing the tablet with its modern equivalent, white paper, he 

introduces a very different idea of erasing, or rather erasability. That is because, 

presuming the writing apparatus being applied to white paper is an inked pen of some 

sort, Locke’s image is of something much less easy to scrape or shave clean than was 

the wax tablet. On the other hand, however, potentiality is very much part of his 

equation, indeed the basis for it; the blank page mind is effectively a transparency, 

even a nonentity, until it comes into being as ideas, which themselves arise from the 

twin operations that constitute experience, namely “sensation” and “reflection”: “The 

understanding seems to me, not to have the least glimmering of any ideas, which it 

doth not receive from one of these two [sensation and reflection]” (ibid., 106). 

 Although “white paper” and not “tabula rasa” is Locke’s image in the published 

version of the Essay Concerning Human Understanding, as Robert Duschinsky has 

authoritatively chronicled, the Latin term was used in Locke’s “Draft A” of the Essay, 

and in his Essays on the Law of Nature; and tabula rasa can be considered common 
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usage if we take as our measure examples found in Andrew Marvell and William 

Payne from last quarter of the 17th century (Robert Duschinsky, “Tabula Rasa and 

Human Nature, Philosophy 87, 342 [2012], 513-15). Slate, therefore, comes to be the 

medium for the transmission of potentiality, or the inscription of ideas in the mind, in 

the expressions that have taken hold in contemporary parlance. The word “slate” 

translates tabula as neither (wax) tablet nor (white) paper but as a layer of fine-

grained, foliated metamorphic rock derived from shale. And that, we might presume, 

is because slate was the material first used when the chalkboard or blackboard came 

into use in the West some fifty years after Locke’s Essay, even though an 11th century 

Indian record can be found in the writings of Persian traveler and scholar, Al-Biruni. 

And no doubt, were we to retrace the blank slate back through non-Western 

traditions, we would find both an alternative history and a differently nuanced 

conceptuality from that I have just outlined.  

 

* * * 

 

In the present of the Western history just summarized, the so-called blank slate of 

the classroom blackboard, which began in the 1960s to be replaced by a 

“greenboard”—steel plate coated with porcelain-based enamel, and relatively 

dustless chalk—co-exists both with the dry-erase and dustless whiteboard, and with 
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virtual, computer-supported platforms from word-processing software to 

Powerpoint and Zoom. In my own minute corner of that history, though, the tabula 

remains the blackboard. I seem to remember that a toy model of a blackboard could 

be found at home, used by an infant or young child for doodling or drawing, but my 

major recollection is of the school classroom version, and in particular my memory 

of an English teacher name of Don Duff, whose exaggerated chalk-induced sneezes—

perhaps also his whole approach to learning and literature—I have studiously and 

steadfastly cultivated for over fifty years. My teacher’s sneezing was not without 

justification, for by the end of any given schoolday afternoon the classroom was 

shrouded in a foggy precipitate of fine white dust particles that accumulated in 

particular on the sculpted ledge where variously sized and broken pieces of chalk, 

and one or more dusters, sat waiting for employment. I tend to think it was only once 

a trimester, perhaps even once a year, that the board was washed clean, along with 

desks, chairs, and floor, to remove the myriad allergens, which meant that my 

experience of blank slate, my sensation of, and reflection upon it, was confined to 

short periods before school broke up for holidays in May or August, when the board 

still carried moist streaks from being wiped with a cloth or sponge, or during the 

moments of a first period at the beginning of a new term, presuming that the teacher 

had not already sullied it before we arrived with his or her writing, perhaps even in 

Latin if that happened to be my first class. 
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 If I now go to reconsider the question of blank slate, starting over, I find myself 

not in a dusty classroom of the 1960s, but in a space displaying eight paintings, three 

of which are triptychs, hence fourteen canvasses in total, each of which consists in 

its own version of a more or less dark monochrome surface. I am referring to the 

paintings by Mark Rothko that adorn his eponymous chapel in Houston. So my 

question of blank slate would have to be addressed on the one hand to those 

canvasses, their nuanced differences, their size and arrangement, and so on. But, on 

the other hand, there is another, very different form of the question, relating to the 

figurative sense of the tabula rasa, and referring once again to the mind of the 

observer of those paintings in the specially pared down space of the Rothko Chapel: 

how clean is the slate of my mind, how emptied is it, what is the form of its emptiness 

as I sit in a meditative state before one or more of Rothko’s paintings (there is no 

position from which the observer can take in the whole octagonal sweep of the 

canvasses)? The experience of the chapel seems designed to produce an effect of 

disencumberment, by means of the penumbral natural light from the ceiling skylight, 

the minimal bench and occasional cushion that is the only seating, and the soothing 

calm—at least on one interpretation—of the paintings. The Rothko Chapel is a far cry 

from comparable spaces of worship such as, precisely, the Sistine Chapel, or Matisse’s 

Chapelle du Rosaire in Vence, the latter indeed being one of the inspirations for the 
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Rothko Chapel. The Michelangelo and Matisse examples seek to flood the observer 

with color and light, to put the attendant mind into close and busy touch with a vibrant 

Christian iconography. In the Rothko Chapel, instead, everything asks for a kind of 

blankness, a stripping bare, perhaps a cleansing, of the mind’s surface. 

 What, then, is the form of my mind’s emptiness as I settle into the space of the 

Rothko Chapel? How clean or blank is it? What is the state of its slate? To answer 

those questions within the framework of Western philosophy provided by my cursory 

outline, I would presumably further interrogate the perceptual or observational 

relation, my sensations and reflections; I would try to understand whether—and if so, 

how—the mind can receive, and be filled with the dark tones and subdued nuances 

of Rothko’s canvasses, and at the same time be emptied of thinking; whether, and if 

so, how the canvasses themselves can flood the mind with blankness, or conversely 

how the mind itself can resist that sensation short of closing the eyes, or else 

somehow arrive at a reciprocal arrangement, a cooperative agreement whereby mind 

and painted object work together to wipe perception clean while nevertheless having 

the world continue to exist. All of those approaches to my questions, and to the 

question of the Rothko Chapel, would supposedly function within some form of the 

correlationalism that Quentin Meillassoux has analyzed in After Finitude, albeit in the 

form of a limit case, in the space between zero and minimal sensation of, or reflection 

upon, a minimally perceptible object. All that, however, would have to take into 
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account the idea that the slates constituting Rothko’s paintings, as minimal as their 

monochrome surfaces have them appear, might in fact be entirely saturated, 

saturatedly blank or blankly saturated slates. 

 

 

 

 So, I’ll try not to remain captive, or captivated within that framework. Instead—

though one would have to be naïve to think that one is not thereby falling into another 

version of the same framework—I’ll propose approaching the state of my slate with 

this question: is it the beginning or end, has it just been wiped clean like the 

blackboard at the end of my school trimester, or is it the fresh start, the virginal 
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untouched purity of a new beginning, new term, new subject, first period, ringing in 

of a new dawn? And indeed, for this is perhaps where the crux of the question lies, is 

the one possible without the other, does or does not every end also function as a 

new beginning; is a new beginning, a clean slate, tabula rasa, possible without being 

coincident with an end? If I suggest that the question framed in this way doesn’t avoid 

another version of the presumptions of Western reasoning, it is at least because of 

the following two currents of thinking: first the genetico-eschatological conception 

of human, indeed animal life in general; the presumption of a moment of origin and 

of birth as blank slate, leading through the imprints of different stages of life to its 

inevitable end. Nothing would prevent us from analyzing the Rothko Chapel 

canvasses as a series of statements about the encroaching doom of an individual life, 

or of the gloomy existential situation—material or spiritual—of humanity. Rothko’s 

suicide following the termination of these paintings, and prior to the opening of the 

Chapel, might well be brought to bear on such an analysis. 

 Second: correlative to the genetico-eschatology of human or animal life there 

functions a similar understanding of the life of the planet, both in astrophysical and 

in religious or mythological terms. We know scientifically that the sun will eventually 

burn all the earth’s oxygen, having destroyed life on it after protecting it for so long, 

but many also believe that some supernatural apocalyptic intervention will occur as 

part of a program whose creationist as well as its eschatologist intentions have been 
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inscribed in the hardware of human history. Being in the Rothko Chapel, in the 

meditative state it induces, and in the company of its paintings, might well produce 

something like insight into that forecast end of human folly, presumption, or bad living 

of one kind or another; the somber award of our just desserts. Who knows, perhaps 

Rothko was influenced by such a dismal or retributive attitude toward life on earth, 

which may well have reflected or articulated with holocaustic visions past or future. 

However, those eschatologies have now been altered; there has now been 

revealed, beyond them or outside them, an apocalyptic wiping clean of the earthly 

slate that was scarcely even whispered by the time Rothko died in 1970, namely the 

end of the Holocene epoch brought about by the “imposition” of the Anthropocene, 

an ecological death of the planet brought about self-destructively by specific 

neglectful conduct on the part of the human species. This could also be treated as yet 

another version of the moralistico-religious eschatologies just referred to, human 

comeuppance or perversity causing destructive apocalypse along the lines of Babel 

or Sodom and Gomorrah. But what sets it apart is the fact of its being underwritten 

indisputably by science: we now know that this end will progressively occur short of 

massive intervention in global habit, and that even such a universal change in human 

behavior will probably still not be enough to forestall the end of the earth as we know 

it, unless we are able to count on the invention of some—from here—miraculous 

solution that counteracts the effects of greenhouse gases. 
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 Vis-à-vis Rothko’s canvasses, which is not to say “issuing from” them, one can 

find that, now increasingly factual end; in the nuanced and somewhat flecked state 

of these eight slates, one can, if one wishes, see the near end of the earth, the 

“dimming” of the sun by means of a greenhouse heat shroud or the burying of the 

earth under a layer of black petrochemical excess, with only the faintest glimmerings 

of life or light remaining. Unless, to return to the other side of the alternative 

proposed just now, it be the beginning glimpsed in or at the end, the coming into 

being of some as yet unheard of newness that—something in us wants to insist—has 

to lie beyond even the most traumatic end, even an end that we do not survive, even 

if it be the newness of a burnt out shell of an earth orbiting a dead sun. 

The -cene suffix of the epochal shifts recounting the history of the earth, from 

the Terreneuvian moment of the Cambrian Period to the current Holocene, or 

Anthropocene, of the Quaternary Period, is itself a marker of newness. The Greek 

word καινός, from which the syllable is derived, is an adjective meaning just that: 

fresh, new, novel. The “Holocene” epoch is “wholly recent [ὅλος + καινός].” In the 

newness of each transition, from one epoch to another, there is inscribed a type of 

geological determinism or even fatalism that refuses to be inflected by catastrophe, 

indeed cannot conceive of catastrophe or what we would call by that term—say, the 

disappearance of human or animal life, the earth burned to a crisp—as anything other 

than a shift, a tectonic adjustment of the slate, a scraping or razing of the tablet. 
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Geology does not of course care, if that is the word, whether the earth whose 

changes it oversees, is inhabited by human life, or any life, at all. No more than does 

geological evolution come up with names for this epoch or that; indeed, no more than 

does it register anything like an epoch worthy of the name, let alone a period, an era 

or an eon. No more than is it concerned whether there is anything around to sense 

what it is doing, to reflect on it, to have its mind changed by it, filled with it or emptied 

of it. It just goes about its business, the business of what we might call slating, a 

becoming-slate of time. This provisional conclusion, then, with all the provisos, all the 

way to the geological, with which I have encircled the idea of conclusion: to enter the 

Rothko Chapel is to enter the entelechy of slating. 

 

 

 

 
 


